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Advani Homes Summarecon Emerald Karawang Sold Out In One Day Sales
A balanced life comes from feeling safe and comfortable. Completeness of facilities, acessible location, as well as guaranteed security are
some of the absolute necessity required for a harmonious life. Answering that, PT Summarecon Agung Tbk presenting a new innovation
development of township, namely Summarecon Emerald Karawang (SEKAR). Present at the east Karawang, SEKAR first cluster was
officially launched on Saturday, June 18, 2016.
Advani Homes Cluster became the first cluster that were presented to meet the need for healthy living and environmentally. The high
enthusiasm of the Karawang citizens and itâ€™s surroundings will be new residential Summarecon Emerald Karawang seen from itâ€™s
full potential buyers who thronged the launching site. Sales for less than three hours before it finally closed with a sold out, with sales of
254 units. As for the buyers of the units offered are from Karawang and around Karawang like Bekasi, Bandung, Jakarta until Bandar
Lampung and Surabaya.
Since the event Product Knowledge done on May 20, 2016 which was attended by hundreds of leading property agents spread across
Greater Jakarta, Karawang and Bandung, buying interest of society is directly reflected on the order that has already exceeded sales
quotas. From the total sales of the first phase of 254 units for Advani Homes Cluster, total bookings reach more than 300 units.
Adrianto P. Adhi as President Director of PT Summarecon Agung Tbk. remarked "we thank you for your enthusiasm and surrounding
communities on the achievement of sales today. We expect SEKAR to be a new residential neighborhood in Karawang that will address
the needs of citizens Karawang and dynamic surrounding, but still put forward the function of green living in harmony with nature."
Summarecon Emerald Karawang is the latest development township concept developed by PT Summarecon Agung Tbk. Summarecon
Emerald Karawang offers integrated area regularly through management system known as Town Management. This effort is part of
keeping the value of the area and continue to push up the value of the property. With an area of 28 hectares, SEKAR developed by
applying green living lifestyle that is applied to the entire region through the provision of thematic gardens and beautiful pedestrian street
that connects the house with various facilities. To achieve a wide range of facilities, residents simply walk away, without having to use the
vehicle.
Advani Homes is a residential home as high as 2 floors with a very maximum layout option that consists of two options, 2 bedrooms and 3
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, living room, dining room and garden in the front and rear. Also equipped with thematic Japanese-style landscape,
jogging track, pedestrian and Exclusive Club House facilities such as children's and adult swimming pool, children playground and a

multi-function room. Integrated security system through a double check security (24 hours) and CCTV cameras. Prices range from 690
million rupiah.
From Jakarta, Summarecon Emerald Karawang can be easily accessed via the Exit Toll West Karawang and East Karawang. In the future,
the presence of Fast Trains further facilitate mobility to Jakarta and Bandung to comfortably and easily. Summarecon Emerald
Summarecon become valuable investment that will continue to grow.

About PT. Summarecon Agung Tbk.
PT Summarecon Agung Tbk. ("Summarecon") was founded in 1975 by Mr. Soetjipto Nagaria and his associates to undertake real estate
construction and development. Starting with a 10-hectare of marsh land in the then back-waters of Jakarta, the founders managed to
transform Kelapa Gading into one of the most affluent residential and commercial areas in Jakarta.
And over the years Summarecon has built a reputation as one of the leading property players in Indonesia, especially in the development
of townships. Summarecon develops townships which integrates residential developments with commercial developments that are
supported with a wide and complete range of amenities for the residents of the townships.
Summarecon has developed the expertise across the whole real estate value chain; encompassing development, architecture, engineering,
project and construction management, urban planning, infrastructure, sustainable design technologies, town and neighbourhood
management, and property management, into the development of our township.
With an unparalleled combination of knowledge, execution skills, dedicated personnel and commitment to customers and suppliers alike,
Summarecon is known for its dependability, expertise and ability to execute and deliver property development projects around the greater
Jakarta area.
Nowadays, Summarecon has succesfully developed Kelapa Gading, Serpong, Bekasi, Bandung and Karawang area.
Bekasi, Juny 16th 2016
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